AHI IMPACT

Martha's Story

Martha was raised in East Palo Alto and has been working there for six years as the Community and Family Engagement Manager at a local school. She found herself in search of housing when her family left the Bay area and she was on her own. Martha applied to many housing programs but did not hear anything back, and her fear of being homeless grew each day. She was approved for HIF's Affordable Housing Initiative (AHI) last May in Sunnyvale, where she lives in a unit 12 minutes from her work.

“ I was supported through the whole process and little by little the fear of being homeless left my body.”

- Martha
  AHI Participant

"After a few years and months of searching and fear, I [applied to the AHI Program] and heard back from the Housing Industry Foundation. I could not be more grateful! Since being a part of the program I was able to stay another year in the area, [and] I am still working with children and families in my community that I deeply care about. I am also able to save money and the thought of going
back to school and finishing my education seems like a more reachable goal. I am so grateful to this organization because it made living in the Bay area possible. I am thankful for the support I have received, I once again feel safe and like I can breathe again. Thank you HIF for all for the wonderful work that you do.”

Read Martha's Story >

**EHF IMPACT**

**The Cruz Family**

Mrs. Cruz was working as a house cleaner when she had to take some time off work to care for her newborn baby. With the gap in employment she found that her current housing expenses were not sustainable. She located an affordable housing unit, but needed financial assistance to ensure she had stable housing for her and her family. She applied to HIF through one of our partner agencies and we were able to assist the family with the security deposit to help get them into their new home.

"I'm very grateful for the EHF program. I was going through a challenging situation and was referred to HIF. They answered me quickly and approved me for security deposit assistance. This allowed me to move my family into affordable
housing. Thanks to your organization I was able to put my children in a safer place. Thank you for helping me feel less stressed.”

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

W. L. Butler Construction - ‘Specialists in doing it right’

W. L. Butler is a highly-respected, mid-sized general contractor with a presence throughout the Golden State, building for virtually every sector of the economy and Fortune 500 companies including Target, Costco, Gilead, Charles Schwab, Samsung, Whole Foods, and industries ranging from the automotive industry to healthcare and everything in between. The Redwood City based company employs over 200 team members and generates over $350 million in sales annually.

W.L. Butler prioritizes a strong organizational support, family culture and career development for its team members. In addition, they focus on strengthening the communities in which they live and work through support of local charities that have a positive impact on youth, veterans, the disabled, the elderly, and those in need of housing.
As profiled in the 2007 book *Small Giants*, W. L. Butler puts a premium on - as founder Bill Butler says - ‘doing what you say you will do’ for a client. This also means investing in and supporting their team members, most of who work for the company for the majority of their careers. They also prioritize quality over quantity, often turning down business to ensure they provide the best service possible to their clients.

In 1989, the company were bringing in $20 million a year with 129 employees over several states, but as Bill said: 'We wanted to raise the bar. Instead of doing it all, we wanted to be the best at a few things. We went from taking every job to questioning every job.'

Over the last 45 years in partnership with Frank York (who started as a laborer and is now President) and Gina Henson (who started as a part-time file clerk and is now CFO), W. L. Butler has delivered over $6 billion worth of business. Bill is proud of the success his team members have had - as he puts it, ‘they are achieving the American Dream’ - and of the investments and training they provide for the over 200 full-time salaried staff. He thinks W. L. Butler became a real company when he realized he had a responsibility to the people he employed, wanting to make sure the company didn't grow too large that he would lose touch with them: ‘We stay small because I want to know everyone’.

**HIF’s Executive Director, Steve Sullivan, recently sat down with HIF supporter Bill Butler, CEO and Founder of W.L. Butler Construction.**

**What brought you from New York to Silicon Valley?**

I headed out West shortly after attending Woodstock in 1969. I thought San Mateo was next to San Diego. Also, you can't build anything in New York unless you deal with the Mob and bribes. And in California, you can work year-round and don't have to shovel snow and drill into frozen ground.

I first lived in the Star Hill Academy for Anything Commune and began doing odd jobs hanging doors, repairing fences and then...residential remodels, eventually moving into fire reconstruction. In 1975, we had two employees and since then we've built over 1,000 homes, several thousand multi-family units, K – 12 schools, medical office buildings, Biomed facilities, auto dealers, PAMF's Women's Health Center, synagogues, churches, and other religious buildings, as well as countless nonprofit
buildings including ASPCA, Saint Francis Center (Sister Christina), shelters and teen centers. We have had a close relationship with, and worked for Dave Packard, becoming business partners. We also built headquarters for other tech companies like SurveyMonkey and WhatsApp and we built the 500th location for our long-time client, Costco.

**What is your favorite memory of Woodstock?**

Waking up to Jimi Hendrix at 5 AM. I have the original Woodstock concert poster and concert tickets (which Bill showed me…$7 tickets that he got for $5). Jimi was my first concert when I was 13. I also met Dylan in a coffee shop in the Berkshires.

**I could talk about that all day, but let me ask you a pretty general question…what would you say is your business philosophy?**

Treat clients like you want to be treated and do what you say you’ll do. We are specialists in doing it right for our clients. We also treat people fairly and invest in training and supporting our team. We have two and three generations of people working here - mothers, daughters, fathers, sons, cousins. If you know the parent, you know the kid. One of my guys recently retired after 41 years with us. One of his brothers has been with us for 25 years, coming to us as a cook from the Hyatt, beginning as a laborer and now responsible for 25 employees. Frank (President) and Gina (CFO) started with us when they were 18. Every job here is open, the sky's the limit and whatever you think you can do, you’ll get the opportunity. WE HIRE FOR ATTITUDE. We provide a lot of training and ensure the right person is in the right seat.

**What drives your and W. L. Butler’s philanthropy?**

We want to give back to the communities that we live and work in and that have been good to us. For the majority of our philanthropic giving, we like to keep close to home, supporting organizations such as St. Francis Center here in Redwood City. We focus on organizations that have a positive impact on youth, the disabled, the elderly, veterans, and the homeless.

Early on Tom Ford was a mentor for me, helping to guide my philanthropy as did Dave Packard. I watch what our clients are doing and through friends like John Sobrato, we bounce things off each other and consult each other regarding our philanthropy. Our team members also help influence what we support through causes they are involved in or issues that impact their lives. We also look at things that our clients are passionate about, which is how we came to know HIF, through our friends Windy Hill Property Ventures.
This feature was supported by the following resources:

* Small Giants / Companies that Choose to Be Great Instead of Big - Bo Burlingham, 2016
* Learning From the Ground Up - Dan Brown, Climate Magazine, May 2022

Read more about W. L. Butler >

---

**HIF EVENTS**

**Thank you for making this year’s Home Runs for Housing a huge success!**

Last Friday, a record 22 teams came out to compete for the 5th annual Home Runs for Housing tournament. The competition was fun and fierce, but **Rekickulous** came out on top this year!
Congratulations to our champions, **Rekickulous**, to our runner-up **Sons of Pitches** (DRYCO), and to our 2023 Team Spirit Award winners **Bella Ballers**. Thank you to everyone who came to play!

This year, we raised a record of over $60,000 for our housing programs!

We couldn’t hold this tournament each year without our amazing sponsors. Thank you to **Essex Property Trust** for presenting this year’s event, and to all of our other sponsors for your support:

**Diamond Double Sponsors**
- AvalonBay Communities
- IBI, Inc.
- Prodesse Property Group

**Strike Zone Single Sponsors**
- A Plus Tree
- American Asphalt
- Arbor MD
- BellaVista Landscaping
- BluSky Restoration Contractors
- DRYCO
- GB Group Construction and Painting
- & Behr
- IQV Construction & Roofing,
  Heritage Bank of Commerce, &
  Windy Hill Property Ventures
- Restoration Management Company
- Rutherford Management Company
- Saarman Construction
- TARC Construction
- Woodmont Real Estate Services

**Lunch Sponsor**
- IQV Construction & Roofing

**Beer Sponsor**
- Benchmark Environmental

**After Party Sponsor**
- Morris & Sons Towing

**Hydration Sponsor**
- Rebello’s Towing Services
HIF EVENTS

Come join in on the summer fun at Ride Home!

**WHEN:**
Saturday
June 24, 2023
8am-3:00pm

**WHERE:**
Hellyer County Park
985 Hellyer Ave.
San Jose

Ready for summer? I know we are, because this year is the second-annual Ride Home event! We can’t wait to exercise and fundraise with you all at Hellyer County Park on June 24.

This event has it all — carnival games, competition BBQ, beer, raffle prizes, and more! Bring the whole crew and enjoy a day of fun in the sun.

Ready to ride (or walk) with us? [Sign up now!](#)
Interested in sponsoring? We’d love to have you! Contact events@hifinfo.org to inquire.

GET TO KNOW OUR TEAM!

Christina Hoadley

Welcome to our newest employee - Christina Hoadley! Christina is our first ever Housing Programs Manager responsible for improving, expanding and tracking the impact of our Affordable Housing Initiative (AHI).

"I am so excited to be a part of HIF as the AHI Program Manager and to continue to serve members in the community.

I completed my bachelors of Social Work at Central Connecticut State University with a minor in Psychology. I started my career in the education sector, and provided ABA therapy and behavioral interventions in special education classrooms. I moved on from that role and started working for the State of Connecticut as a social worker for child protective services. I left that role when I was presented the opportunity to move to California. Previously I was working for Community Services Agency as a Senior Case Manager. I am particularly excited about the AHI Program because we get to assist other community service members find affordable housing to keep them located near work, so they can continue to serve our community.

On a personal note, I enjoy hiking, long boarding, indoor rock climbing, and finding new places for my dog to explore. I love anything to do with plants, flowers and trying new food. I have a sister and a brother and enjoy seeing them when I travel home.

I am honored with this opportunity to be a part of the team!"
Our Industry. Our Community.
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